A significant challenge for experiments requiring a highly uniform magnetic field concerns the identification and design of a discretized and finite-sized magnetic field coil of minimal size. In this work we compare calculations of the magnetic field uniformities and field gradients for three different standard (i.e., non-optimized) types of coils: cos θ, solenoidal, and spherical coils. For an experiment with a particular requirement on either the field uniformity or the field gradient, we show that the volume required by a spherical coil form which satisfies these requirements can be significantly less than the volumes required by cos θ and solenoidal coil forms.
Introduction
As is well known [1, 2] , a solenoid of infinite length will generate a perfectly uniform axial magnetic field everywhere inside of a cylindrical volume. As is also well known [1, 2] , an infinitely-long "cos θ coil" (i.e., a cylindrical coil with a continuous surface current K = K cos θẑ, with the angle θ defined relative to thê y-axis as shown in Fig. 1 ), will generate a perfectly uniform transverse magnetic field (along thex-direction in Fig. 1 ) within a cylindrical volume. And indeed, experiments requiring a highly uniform magnetic field have generally employed discretized and finite-length solenoidal or cos θ coils for the generation of highly 
Note that a coil with such a surface current distribution is also commonly referred to as a "sine-phi" coil [3, 4] , where the angle φ is the usual cylindrical coordinate.
uniform axial or transverse magnetic fields. For example, experimental searches for non-zero permanent electric dipole moments, such as of the neutron and the 199 Hg and 225 Ra atoms, require highly uniform magnetic fields and past and future experiments [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] have typically used highly-optimized cos θ or solenoidal coils. In these experiments, the volume required by the cos θ and solenoidal cylindrical coil forms is, in general, significantly larger than the sensitive experimental volume over which the requirements on the field uniformity and/or field gradient must be satisfied.
Perhaps less well known or appreciated is the fact that a finite-sized spherical coil with a continuous surface current K = K sin θφ, shown schematically in Fig. 2 , where (θ, φ) are the usual spherical coordinates, will generate a perfectly uniform magnetic field along the sphere'sẑ-axis within the spherical volume [1-3, 11, 12] . Although the technical challenges associated with the fabrication of an experimentally-realizable discretized spherical coil (e.g., precise wire placement, etc.) may be more significant than those associated with the fabrication of solenoidal and discretized cos θ coils, we note that the potential appeal of a spherical coil is that even for the (non-realistic) case of continuous surface currents, a spherical coil of finite size will generate a perfectly uniform field, whereas the cos θ and solenoidal coils must be of infinite length. That is, a spherical coil does not suffer from any such "finite-length" effects" that are by definition present in finite-sized cos θ and solenoidal coils. Therefore, we conjecture that the ratio of the fiducial volume (i.e., the volume over which the requirements on the field uniformity or field gradient must be satisfied) to the total volume occupied by a spherical coil form will be larger than this ratio for cos θ and solenoidal coil forms. And, indeed, a new experimental search for the neutron electric dipole moment will employ a spherical coil [13] . However, to our knowledge, detailed calculations of the off-axis field uniformity properties of a discretized spherical coil have not been presented in the literature.
In the remainder of this paper we investigate this conjecture. We begin, in Section 2, by describing our models for our calculations of the magnetic fields for these three coil types, including our methods for the calculation of the off-axis fields for the solenoidal and spherical coils. We then present the numerical results of our calculations in Section 3, where we ultimately compare the ratios of the fiducial volume to the total volume occupied by each of the coil types for various requirements on the field uniformity or field gradient. Finally, we conclude with a summary of our findings in Section 4. We emphasize that throughout this paper we are considering standard (i.e., non-optimized) versions of the cos θ and solenoidal coils (i.e., truncated versions of the infinitely-long ideal coils). The thick lines indicate the rectangular current loops. Note that this choice of a return path for the currents is not unique; another well-known approach is to employ a "saddle-shaped" winding [4, 10] , in which the return wires are wound around the perimeters of the cylinder ends.
Models for Discretized and Finite-Sized Coils
In this section we describe our numerical models for the calculation of the magnetic fields (on-and off-axis) from discretized and finite-sized cos θ, solenoidal, and spherical coils. Note that our discretization of the ideal surface currents is such that we use a single point (i.e., zero radius) line wire to approximate regions of equal integrated surface current. We describe our implementation of such for each of the coil types below.
Model for cos θ Coil
A schematic diagram of our discretized and finite-length cos θ coil is shown in The calculations we present later have assumed N even; one could, of course, consider N odd, with an additional wire located at θ = 0, but this would not modify the symmetry of the problem. Also, note that although our model does not include any connecting wires between adjacent current loops (which are, of course, required if a cos θ is to be wound with a single wire), an actual cos θ coil can be wound in such a way so that the contributions to the field from the connecting wires carrying the current from, say, loop i to loop i + 1 to loop i + 2, etc. are largely cancelled by the return wire to the current source.
It is then straightforward to calculate the magnetic field everywhere in space in rectangular coordinates via the Biot-Savart law.
Model for Solenoidal Coil
Because the surface current distribution on an ideal solenoid is uniform in the cylindrical coordinates φ and z (with z oriented the solenoid axis), such that K = Kφ, our model for a discretized and finite-length solenoidal coil consists of a cylindrical coil form of radius a and length L upon which are wound N circular current loops of radius a oriented in the indicated xy-plane and spaced at equal intervals d along the length of the cylinder. Note that each of our discretized current loops is "isolated" (i.e., stand-alone circular loops, with no connecting wires), such that we do not attempt to account for the effects of a helical winding inherent to the winding of a solenoid with one continuous wire.
We then employ cylindrical coordinates to calculate the magnetic field of our solenoidal coil at some observation point x = (ρ, φ, z). By symmetry, the vector potential A i ( x) of the ith circular current loop centered at (0, 0, z i ) includes only a φ-component, and is of the form [1, 2]
where K(κ i ) and E(κ i ) denote, respectively, the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, κ
, and ∆z i ≡ z − z i .
The resulting ρ-and z-components of the B i ( x) field at x due to the ith circular current loop are then calculated as B = ∇× A in cylindrical coordinates and are of the form
with the complete elliptic integrals then expressed as power series [14] in the
Note that the values of κ i are restricted to the range 0 ≤ κ i ≤ 1. We sum the power series until the contribution of the nth term is < 10 −9 . The resulting point x from all N circular current loops comprising the discretized solenoidal coil is then simply the superposition of the rectangular field components from each of the current loops.
Model for Spherical Coil
Finally, a schematic diagram of our discretized spherical coil is shown in 
From this, it follows that cos α i−1 − cos α i = 2/N , and so starting from α 0 = 0, we find that cos α i = 1 − 2i/N . From the above integrals, it also follows that cos θ i = cos α i−1 − 1/N , from which it then follows that the z-coordinate for the ith discretized wire is
This shows that a discretized approximation to a spherical coil consists of circular current loops spaced at equal intervals of d = 2R/N along the z-axis at
From this, it then follows that the radius a i of the ith current loop is constrained to be a i = R 2 − z 2 i , and the radii of the two smallest loops, at positions
1,N . Again, we note that the above is for N even; however, as before, N odd, with a wire at θ = π/2, would not modify the symmetry of the problem.
To calculate the magnetic field of our discretized spherical coil everywhere inside of the coil, we now employ (r, θ, φ) spherical coordinates, where the origin is located at the center of our spherical coil. As shown in Refs. [2, 15] , the vector potential A φ,i ( x) of the ith circular current loop (located at θ = θ i ) at some observation point x = (r < R, θ, φ), as derived via the stream function approach, is of the form
From this, it then follows that the r i -and θ i -components of the magnetic field at x, as calculated from B = ∇ × A in spherical coordinates, are then for r < R of the explicit form
where P n denotes the ordinary Legendre polynomial and P 1 n the associated Legendre polynomial. We then summed the field components from all of the current loops comprising the spherical coil, and then converted the resulting B r ( x) and B θ ( x) field components in spherical coordinates to rectangular field components, ultimately for comparison with the other two coil types. 
Comparisons of Field Uniformities and Field Gradients
We now compare the field uniformities and gradients from standard discretized and finite-sized cos θ, solenoidal, and spherical coils for two example scenarios. First, to illustrate the fiducial volume properties of these coils, we show in Figs. 5-7 calculations of each coil's fractional fiducial volume (i.e., the fraction of each coil's volume which satisfies the fiducial volume requirement) for 10 −3 and 10 −4 field uniformities, where we define the field uniformity β at some point x relative to the center of the coil, x = 0, to be
The calculations for the cos θ coil are shown in Fig. 5 for β < 10 −3 and < 10 −4
in two-dimensional parameter space of the number of rectangular current loops, N , and the coil's length-to-radius ratio, L/a. Those for the solenoidal coil are shown in Fig. 6 for β < 10 −3 and < 10 −4 in two-dimensional parameter space in terms of the number of circular loops, and the solenoid's length-to-radius ratio, L/a. Finally, those for the spherical coil are shown in Fig. 7 for β < 10 −3 and < 10 −4 as a function of the number of turns, which is the only free parameter for a standard spherical coil of fixed radius.
We note that for the cos θ and solenoidal coils, further increases in the num- As a second example, we consider an experimental requirement on the fractional field gradient, γ, which we define to be
where B i denotes the field component along the field's primary direction (i.e., the x-component for the cos θ coil and the z-component for the solenoidal and spherical coils). To illustrate, suppose a hypothetical requirement is that γ < 10
everywhere inside of a 10 × 10 × 10 cm 3 rectangular volume located at the center of each coil. In Table 1 we show examples of spherical coil geometry parameters However, we do note that a potential appeal of the cos θ-coil (if wound with a "saddle winding" [4, 10] ) and solenoidal-coil geometries is that their winding patterns permit significant access to their interior regions along their respective z-axes (i.e., via a circular aperture of radius equal to the radius a of their cylindrical form), whereas access to the interior of a spherical coil along its z-axis is constrained by the radii of the two smallest current loops, (gray regions) field uniformities. Note that the circular current loops are in the xy plane. our model calculations), access to the interior along its z-axis is restricted by the spacing d = 2a/N between adjacent rectangular loops (see Fig. 3 ).
For access to their interior regions along the transverse direction, the dimensions of the cos θ coil's two smallest rectangular loops are 
Summary
In this paper we have presented a model for numerical calculations of the magnetic field of a standard discretized spherical coil. Because a discretized spherical coil does not suffer from any "finite-length effects" that are inherent to standard discretized and finite-sized cos θ and solenoidal coils, our calculations indicate that the fractional fiducial volume of a discretized spherical coil is potentially significantly larger than those of standard (i.e., non-optimized) discretized and finite-length cos θ and solenoidal coils.
